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I. INTRODUCTION

This essay analyzes the importance of increasing civil society actor access to and influence in international legal and policy negotiations, drawing from academic scholarship on governance, conservation and environmental sustainability, natural resource management, observations of civil society actors, and the authors’ experiences as participants in international environmental negotiations. We argue that public participation is needed to increase justice in international consensus building.

II. BACKGROUND

Most creative solutions that integrate local needs with local and global environmental concerns come from frontline and fenceline communities in collaboration and dialogue with other actors. These solutions have to be at least partially aligned with values. For instance, Luke Cole’s work on community layering in the US
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Environmental Justice context was instrumental in providing technical assistance in response to demands pushed by communities. Academic researchers, legal practitioners, and NGOs have greatly increased their capacity at information sharing and dissemination. This galvanized participation in gatherings including Seattle and Hong Kong. The array of information sharing speaks effectively to different audiences – be it personal testimonies, academic studies of historical or environmental contexts, or legal/policy frameworks. Procedural barriers to participation include: language generally and literacy in particular. Internal politics and hierarchies within communities also create obstacles to involvement, particularly for indigenous people. The environmental justice movement has grown substantially in the last two decades, raising awareness about the need for genuine involvement rather than perfunctory notification of projects that detrimentally impact public health and ecological viability. Cultural and social capital barriers to participation and equity include access to education and the means by which to gain the requisite “professionalism” to partake in the political process. Historical injustice compounds the ability of extremely understaffed small NGOs directly representing people in frontline communities.

What works and why is it important? NGOs have increased their capacity to gracefully engage with nation states in high stakes international negotiations. It is crucial that NGOs remain genuine and able to interact with individual stakeholders who benefit from such advocacy efforts. Once theory and technical terminology has been mastered, relating information and policy recommendations in

an accessible manner to the general public appears to be a challenge. It is as if learning shorthand erases pre-existing skills at writing prose. Issues as complex as climate change cannot easily be reduced to bumper sticker slogans. Listening to people takes time but can result in gathering locally specific knowledge, often traditional but also new knowledge based on observations of changing patterns. No one desires to re-invent the wheel but decision-makers do not always have the insight or resources with which to be inclusive in a way that embraces cultural knowledge. Policies are all too often made at centralized levels that preclude the possibility of particular community solutions.

III. INCLUSIVE PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN ACHIEVING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

A. Poor People’s Movements are Rarely Considered Environmental Movements

Joan Martinez-Alier’s famous work, *The Environmentalism of the Poor*, articulated some of the reasons for the disconnects between the people on the ground, defending local resources, and international economic and environmental negotiations – in particular, the negotiations and protests over the World Trade Organization talks in Seattle in 1999 and the ongoing climate change conferences pursuant to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). Poor people have defended the environment in such struggles as the Chipko movement in the Himalaya, Narmada Bachao Andolan, Chico Mendes and Rubber Tappers’ movement in Amazonia and Ogoni in Niger River Delta. Issues have ranged from forest livelihoods, water availability as well as oceans/estuaries/fisheries stewardship, mangrove conservation and the protection of genetic diversity. The environmentalism of the poor is an environmentalism of livelihood concerned not only with economic security in the market place but also concerned with non-market access to environmental resources and services. Youth and
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women have increasingly been recognized as stakeholders with community knowledge and sustainable policy recommendations.

Poor people’s movements, when they want to participate, face barriers to effective participation. Environmental activists and academics have drawn from three broad categories of justice: distributional justice, procedural justice and entitlements. Distributional justice refers to the distribution of harms and benefits over a population. For this standard to be met, the distribution of harms should not be more prevalent for any identifiable subgroup than another. If egalitarian (equality-based) standards are used to assess distributional justice, then each group should have the same level of harms and benefits. If equity-based standards are applied, then groups may not have identical levels of harms and benefits. Distributional justice principles can be applied across groups within society and across time (intergenerational equity).

Procedural justice focuses on the process through which environmental decisions are made. If decisions are made through a fair and open process, they may be considered just regardless of their distributional impact. “Concern with procedural justice therefore centers on two issues: procedural fairness and the effective ability of groups to participate in ostensibly fair processes.” Issues of community empowerment and “access to resources necessary for an
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active role in decisions affecting one’s life” are crucial.\textsuperscript{17} This includes attention to the role of knowledge and expertise in a class-stratified society and the right of communities to be involved in all stages of planning processes, especially when political representatives do not reflect the concerns, needs, knowledge and/or experience of their constituents.\textsuperscript{18} Some procedural justice struggles are as basic as providing translators so that public hearings can be held in multiple languages or publishing environmental impact assessments in languages other than English. Sheila Foster contends that devolving decision-making and adopting collaborative approaches will not produce procedural justice without explicit attention to distributional equity issues, including the ability to participate.\textsuperscript{19}

Rights approaches seek to ensure that individuals (and communities) have effective access to and control over environmental goods and services necessary to their well-being.\textsuperscript{20} This conception of justice leads to minimum standards for just outcomes.\textsuperscript{21} For instance, one may say that there is a universal right to a clean and healthy environment.\textsuperscript{22}

The rights approach is compatible with the precautionary principle, that is, the idea that policymakers should prioritize preventing
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adverse impacts rather than redressing or remediating them after they have occurred.\textsuperscript{23} The precautionary principle states that “[w]here an activity raises threats of harm to the environment or human health, precautionary measures should be taken even if some cause and effect relationships are not fully established scientifically.”\textsuperscript{24} Generally the application of this principle should lead policymakers to err on the side of caution in interpreting uncertain data. This approach is integral and necessary to producing intergenerational distributive justice.

Critiques of equity as a key component of environmental policy frequently draw upon utilitarian principles.\textsuperscript{25} Utilitarianism defines the most just policy as that which produces the greatest good for the greatest number.\textsuperscript{26} Because it is focused on aggregate outcomes rather than individual or group outcomes, a just utilitarian policy could be inequitable. For instance, an infamous leaked World Bank memo argued that a policy of exporting pollution to developing countries was economically beneficial and rational since the cost of human health and environmental problems in poor countries was less than that in industrially developed countries.\textsuperscript{27} Utility-based calculations frequently rely on economic indicators to measure benefits\textsuperscript{28}, which are highly problematic. For example, a researcher might compare the price different individuals are willing to pay for clean air. As one might expect, willingness to pay is linked to ability to pay; poor people are willing to pay less for the same goods even if
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they place equal value upon them. Many utilitarians see free exchange capitalism as the most efficient means of producing utilitarian justice, but most radical scholars see capitalism (and market-based remedies) as a major source of injustice. Jeff Romm has argued that a “just environment” requires social and ecological relations in which all groups of people have equal opportunity for benefit and influence.

Colonial occupation has been simultaneously military, commercial, educational and administrative. All have had devastating effects on Native people’s access to land, self-determination, culture, and language. This link between the military, environmental degradation and colonization is described in the work of Margo Okazawa-Rey and Haunani Kay Trask, among others. Some tensions in the work include, in the case of Hawaii, the position of Asians and white allies, which is echoed in by Kalan and Peek for South Africa, although they come to different experiences with international white allies and other people of color groups. Projects of decolonization
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in this context include decolonization of land and environmental management practices, decolonizing culture and ideology, and the amplification of values and solidarity.\textsuperscript{35}

Fischer examines the politics of non-expert, community participation in an increasingly technocratic industrial society, and explores the meanings of participation for alternative visions of democracy.\textsuperscript{36} He counters the claim that non-experts are simply unable to participate in complex environmental decision-making processes by citing several examples where they do: popular epistemology, participatory resource mapping and the consensus conference.\textsuperscript{37} Many ordinary people “are quite capable of grappling successfully with both the technical and the normative issues that bear on environmental decision-making.”\textsuperscript{38} He argues that scientific expertise will continue to be important, but that a democratic society needs to rethink the role of policy expertise, and the professional-client relationship.\textsuperscript{39} He suggests that policymakers are as often in need of non-experts’ knowledge as they are of “experts,” and that expert’s role can be rethought of as “specialized citizen.”\textsuperscript{40}

---
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Community participation in policy inquiry is important for three reasons. First, it is intrinsic to the meaningful practice of what Benjamin Barber calls a strong democracy. Second, community participation can contribute to the legitimacy of policy development and implementation, for instance, “collaborative deliberation has the possibility of building new political cultures.” Third, community or non-expert participation can contribute to the science itself, by integrating the general and the specific. He argues that the contributions of non-experts in the decision-making process are integral to environmental sustainability. For instance, in South Africa, post-apartheid activism has helped fragment the legacy of industry–government collusion and secrecy. “Thus spaces for what constitutes new frames of legitimate corporate environmental performance have evolved.”

B. Collaborative Community-Based Natural Resource Management

Community-based natural resource management (CBNRM) is an increasingly popular, though not un-criticized, form of natural resource management/conservation, particularly in Asia and Africa, which involves local communities in the management of local natural resources. CBNRM is based on four assumptions:
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1. Local people are reasonably knowledgeable about local ecosystems, indeed often more knowledgeable than most outside ‘experts’ are likely to be.

2. A benefit flow can be created from management activities that significantly outweigh the costs of coexisting with the resource or the benefits foregone from other uses or management strategies.

3. A group capable of implementing management strategies exists.

4. Control over the resource will be devolved to the community.  

Even where all assumptions hold, the implementation of CBNRM can be complicated by the necessity of managing mobile or fugitive resources (including but not limited to wildlife and fish) requiring coordination across multiple administrative units, including international borders. Fortmann et al. conclude:

The appropriate scale and levels of natural resource management depend on the landscape in question, the types of ecosystems therein and where the ecosystems are. In practical terms, natural resource management becomes an issue in zones of conflict that are under increasing pressures to ensure the reliable supply of various resources (ecosystem services). This means minimally that CBNRM occurs case-by-case and optimally that it can become over time a form of high-reliability management for various resources such as wildlife, agriculture, and others that are integrated in an overall production system.

Local environmental communities in actors, broadly defined, possess expertise in the form of detailed knowledge about local conditions, modes of interacting, and ways of life that is essential to accurately assessing environmental health and other risks and critical to successful advocacy.
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Ramachandra Guha summarizes Anil Agarwal’s thinking on the environmentalism of the poor in the case of India:

The ‘first lesson’ is that ‘the main source of environmental destruction in the world is the demand for natural resources generated by the consumption of the rich (whether they are rich nations or rich individuals and groups within nations) . . . ’ The ‘second lesson’ is that ‘it is the poor who are affected the most by environmental destruction’; thus, the ‘eradication of poverty in a country like India is simply not possible without the rational management of our environment and that, conversely, environmental destruction will only intensify poverty.’

In contrast, including underrepresented members of civil society in decision-making can help achieve good governance and sustainable development.

Game theory suggests that cooperation results from interactions that do not have a future end point.

The international community is sufficiently intertwined to necessitate ongoing dialogue on transboundary concerns. Civil society generally, and youth in particular have contributed to this international decision-making process.

C. Youth Participation in International Decision-Making

Underrepresented civil society engagement in international legal negotiations has not only led to such procedural legitimacy as transparency but to strong environmental provisions being included in international conventions. In particular, involving youth in
genuine environmental decision-making can facilitate intergenerational equity and sustainable development. Public participation enables youth the opportunity to voice their recommendations.

Diplomacy skills can be learned through observation and practice. Combined with respect and persistence, the ability to affect change depends upon thoughtful policy recommendations delivered in a compelling manner. Bravery is not the absence of fear – it is the ability to contribute to important work in the face of fear. Henry David Thoreau suggested that most people lead lives of quiet desperation. Yet, committed spirits come together to advance simple truths of equity, integrity, and sustainability in the face of daunting odds. Increasing the diversity of civil society participation must remain a priority.

In the political fray, this is a wise path, requiring inner peace and outer presence. Jeffersonian and Hamilton dilemma’s regarding representation versus direct public involvement arise time and again. Civic discourse to arrive at political consensus does not always remain civil in nature. Youth do not have jobs to protect nor institutions to represent – they can and do say what is on their minds.

Savvy UN conference attendees have learned that the best way to get up to speed on developments is to ask the closest youth who will cut to the chase and explain the current impasses between nation states and the array of acronyms that render conversations unintelligible to recent arrivals until they master the lingo. Countries sponsor youth delegates who then struggle to walk a tightrope between protocol and pushing the envelope. These findings about the role of youth and representatives from frontline and fenceline communities in international negotiations are echoed in the scholarship on the role of youth and these communities in social movements in general. As the international community gathers to
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agree upon a shared vision at the Copenhagen Climate Conference, we must pool our intergenerational, multilateral, legal, economic, scientific, community development, and diplomacy skills to achieve genuine sustainable development that advances current progress without jeopardizing development of future generations.

IV. CONCLUSION

Who Decides? This is at the core of achieving sustainable development. Good governance often proves to be elusive. Public participation can help achieve good governance that is responsive to present and future societal needs in an accountable, effective, transparent, equitable, and inclusive manner. “[U]ltimate choice[s] between possible solutions can only be made after considering qualitative issues such as power, politics, public opinion, tradition, and fairness,” Katrina Smith explains. Political conversation builds skills unattainable by merely instilling political knowledge. Deliberative democracy depends upon a healthy public sphere, which in turn requires public space to facilitate rational discourse. Deliberation legitimizes decisions by exposing the decision-making process to a discussion among equal citizens. While such factors as age and newspaper readership affect political sophistication, conversation as opposed to sophistication increases deliberative capability. Discourse enables people to form articulate opinions. For deliberation to provide decision-makers with the views of the people, there must be an even playing field. Devolving environmental regulation to industry moves issues out of the public sphere. This downplays conflict since differences do not come to light through public debate. This is not an adequate solution to the manner in which governments have protected the environment. People have a
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right to participate in decisions that affect their social and physical environment.\textsuperscript{59}

Legal frameworks can increase or decrease sustainable development. Non-state actors include civil society, which in turn includes individual stakeholders, and an array of organizations that have become effective advocates in negotiations among nation states. High transaction costs can hinder the formation of bilateral, regional, and global treaties. When interdisciplinary expertise is needed to understand and determine optimal use, efforts to find a solution often stall. In 1987, the General Assembly adopted the study Our Common Future and instructed all U. N. agencies to report annually on their progress toward sustainable development.\textsuperscript{60} Since the Earth Summit in 1992, we have had global conferences on human rights, indigenous people, population, social development, and women.\textsuperscript{61} Yet, we often are unable to cooperate, to innovate, or to transcend rhetoric. Equity and efficiency can be balanced in a manner that facilitates genuine non-state actor participation in international decision-making. Bali helped demonstrate that civil society participation and sustained international interactions can achieve consensus on emissions reduction in line with climate science.

Changing the culture of experts requires the development of an analytic-deliberative method capable of bringing together citizens and experts.\textsuperscript{62} Participation is especially important in the early stages of the process, when problems and questions themselves are being developed. While deliberation cannot end all conflict, it can include normative judgments more easily than reductionist approaches, such as formal risk analysis.\textsuperscript{63} On the other hand, people within the environmental justice movement have been particularly successful at developing professional–community collaborative projects.
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None of the changes articulated will come about easily. As Fischer explains, “collective participation is not something that just happens. It has to be organized, facilitated and even nurtured.” Professionals, on the other hand, need to shift their discourse “from that of authoritative advisor to facilitator of [community] discourse.” He argues that these are key to creating a vigorous democratic society.\textsuperscript{64}

Successful CBNRM management is often substantially enhanced by indigenous knowledge and good scientific methods.\textsuperscript{65} Getz et al. continue to say, “computer technology and quantitative modeling help provide solutions to natural resource and ecosystem management problems. However, Western-trained scientists often do not appreciate the extent to which solutions depend on the expertise and power of local people.”\textsuperscript{66} In the experience of natural resource management, in particular, wildlife management in southern Africa, indigenous knowledge provides direction for data collection; villagers’ priorities guide the formulation of management questions, and village institutions implement policies.\textsuperscript{67} Science can help integrate analysis and policy formulation across ecological and sociopolitical scales. It has been necessary for scientists to conscientiously integrate and solicit knowledge and opinions of local women and men. Particularly relevant to negotiations at the international level, the role of scientists – and we add, negotiators and representatives in international arenas – could be to provide knowledge and political leverage to enable communities to implement their own decisions and affect decision-making at higher levels. The goal is policies and institutions that enable local people to have sustainable livelihoods where they live and an effective voice at higher sociopolitical levels. Conservation and the sustainable use of natural resources are two sides of the same coin.

Increasing the flow of information to and the thoughtful analysis by ordinary citizens avoids policy stagnation in a rapidly changing world. The Århus Convention\textsuperscript{68} recognizes the need to protect the
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environment for both present and future generations. Including citizens in environmental protection increases the effectiveness of that protection since people often have a deep interest and are affected by the state of their surrounding environment. This rights-based approach prohibits discrimination on the basis of citizenship, nationality, or domicile. Public authorities must generate and provide basic environmental information, access to which will facilitate informed participation in decision-making. By increasing government accountability and transparency, better decisions can be reached. Having a stake in the process should enhance people’s willingness to implement decisions. Public authorities have both a passive responsibility to respond to requests for information and an active responsibility to collect, update and distribute information. Both individuals and NGOs may request environmental information without proving that they are interested parties. The Convention brings together human rights and environmental law. This approach to transboundary decision making that affects sustainable development should become widespread throughout international, regional, national, provincial, and local efforts to balance equity and efficiency to achieve good governance. Public participation in international decision-making can sustain trust in governments and strengthen international consensus building.
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